Evidence for Nonradiative Energy Transfer in Graphene-Oxide-Based Hybrid Structures
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ABSTRACT: Solution processed graphene variants including graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) are promising materials for potential optoelectronic applications. To date, efficiency of the excitation energy transfer into GO and RGO thin layers has not been investigated in terms of donor–acceptor separation distance. In the present work, we study nonradiative energy transfer (NRET) from CdSe/CdS quantum dots into single and/or double layer GO or RGO using time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. We observe shorter lifetimes as the separation distance between the QDs and GO or RGO decreases. In accordance with these lifetimes, the rates reveal the presence of two different mechanisms dominating the NRET. Here we show that excitonic NRET is predominant at longer intervals while both excitonic and nonexcitonic NRET exist at shorter distances. In addition, we find the NRET rate behavior to be strongly dependent on the reduction degree of the GO-based layers. We obtain high NRET efficiency levels of ~97 and ~89% for the closest separation of the QD-RGO pair and the QD-GO pair, respectively. These results indicate that strong NRET from QDs into thin layer GO and RGO makes these solution-processable thin films promising candidates for light harvesting and detection systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Graphene, two-dimensional honeycomb structure of carbon atoms, has become a subject of great interest due to its unique optical and electronic properties.1 Despite its one-atom-thick nature, optical absorbance of graphene is ~2.3% over a broad photonic energy spectrum above 0.5 eV (significantly in visible and infrared region), which originates from its linear energy dispersion near the Fermi level and its zero band gap structure.2,3 As compared to other materials, graphene provides significantly large surface area (2630 m2 g−1)4 and high intrinsic room-temperature mobility (up to 250000 cm2 V−1 s−1).5 These properties make graphene promising for optoelectronic applications.6 Additionally, graphene is shown to be a good exciton (electron–hole pair) sink due to highly efficient nonradiative energy transfer (NRET) from the near-by fluorescent nanostructures through dipole–dipole coupling, which is also known as Förster-type resonant energy transfer (FRET).7,8 For this type of hybrid structure, including a donor and an acceptor, nonexcitonic NRET mechanisms are also possible at short ranges feeding higher excitation energy into the acceptor.9,10 Thus, utilization of graphene as an efficient excitation energy acceptor through NRET holds promise for various photonic and optoelectronic applications including new ways of light harvesting based on graphene’s hybrid structures.11,12

Previous reports present that graphene accepts excitons from hybridized quantum confined structures (e.g., quantum dots (QDs)) and dye molecules.5,6 This exciton transfer has been experimentally and theoretically demonstrated to be dominantly FRET.7,8,13,14 In this regard, owing to their favorable optical properties such as size tunable and strong luminescence emission, and photostability, QDs are good candidates to sensitize graphene for possible application in photodetectors and light harvesting systems.15 To date, although epitaxial graphene has been widely studied solution processed graphene, that is, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO), can offer unique capabilities including ease of processing at low cost, large area coverage, and tunable energy
gap, which cannot be satisfied by the epitaxial graphene.\textsuperscript{16,17} Therefore, NRET into GO or RGO considering both FRET and nonexcitonic NRET processes, which may exhibit an energy quenching range comparable to graphene, is particularly important to explore and it is essential to understand feasibility and extend of excitation energy sink as well as the required conditions.\textsuperscript{8,13,14,18}

Recently, most of the experimental studies have highlighted the importance of fluorescence quenching efficiency in QDs-GO\textsuperscript{19} and dye-RGO\textsuperscript{18} hybrids for the development of various application fields. In these studies, fluorescence quenching measurements provide limited information about the energy transfer mechanism. For the detailed analysis of excited state dynamics of the fluorophores, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy (TRF) is required. As a powerful technique, TRF can reveal the fluorescence lifetime modifications, which can be directly attributed to the NRET since it opens up a new channel for the donor excitons to relax. TRF decay rates enable the analysis of NRET channels between QDs and GO or RGO, which occurs under a broad resonance absorption spectrum at short separations as compared to the ranges of radiative energy transfer (RET). In general, NRET efficiency is strongly dependent on separating distance between the donor and the acceptor.\textsuperscript{20,21} However, to date, the efficiency of the NRET into GO or RGO has not been known in terms of the donor−acceptor distance.

Herein, we report the distance dependence of the NRET in QD-GO and QD-RGO hybrid films, where a thin layer of QD coating is achieved over uniformly full-covered thin GO (1−2 layers) and thermally annealed thin RGO layers. Furthermore, NRET rates are found to be dependent on the degree of reduction of GO films. The NRET efficiencies are measured to be around 97 and 89% at the closest separation for the QD-RGO and the QD-GO hybrids, respectively. These results indicate that the strong NRET from QDs into GO-based thin layers makes these hybrid structures promising candidates to be used in light harvesting and detecting applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Preparation of GO Solution. For the preparation of well-dispersed GO solution, the GO powder (Timesnano, Chengdu Organic Chemicals Co. Ltd., China) was first suspended in deionized water at a concentration of 1.6 mg/mL and then ultrasonicated for 30 min. Subsequently, the prepared solution was centrifuged at 14500 rpm for 10 min. After the centrifugation, multiple GO layers were descended and the supernatant is recovered for resonication and recentrifugation in the same manner. The resultant supernatant solution, which is stable against precipitation, was the GO solution used in this study.

Coating of GO Thin Films. The 3 mm thick 1.5 × 1.5 cm\textsuperscript{2} sized quartz slides were used as the substrates for GO coating. Prior to the GO coating, quartz substrates were cleaned in piranha solution (7:3 vol H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}/H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} mixture) for 40 min, rinsed with deionized water, and dried under nitrogen flow. Then, the prepared GO solution was spin-coated over the quartz substrates at 2000 rpm for 3 min, which resulted in well-covered thin GO films.

Thermal Reduction of GO Thin Films. GO coated quartz wafers were placed in a vacuum capable quartz-tube furnace with controlled pressure. Substrates were heated up to 625 or 900 °C and held at these temperatures for 30 min under flowing Ar/H\textsubscript{2} (1:1) atmosphere. Here, the heating rate is a key parameter for the thermal reduction process to accomplish the reduction of GO without any film loss due to the presence of oxygen containing groups. Therefore, low heating rate (5 °C/min) was preferred to eliminate any possible film loss from substrates. The prepared GO and RGO films were characterized by using Raman spectroscopy at a laser wavelength of 532 nm, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Deposition of HfO\textsubscript{2} and QD Layers. For the systematic investigation of the separation dependence of energy transfer from QDs into GO and RGO, we coated a thin layer of HfO\textsubscript{2} on the GO and RGO films using atomic layer deposition (ALD) at a deposition temperature of 150 °C. In this study, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 nm thick HfO\textsubscript{2} layers were used as the barrier layer. To determine the roughness of HfO\textsubscript{2} layers on GO and RGO films, we obtained AFM images as represented in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), and found the roughness of the GO layer to be around 0.8 nm and the roughness of RGO layer to be around 0.4 nm. The roughness of GO and RGO films was found not to change with the ALD coating of thin HfO\textsubscript{2} layers whose film thicknesses are 0.2, 0.4, and 0.7 nm. Variation in the roughness as compared to the GO and RGO films was found to become 0.3 nm for the samples coated with thicker HfO\textsubscript{2} layers with thicknesses of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 nm. All these AFM results indicate that roughness is low and is expected not to have a significant impact on the energy transfer in our structures. CdSe/CdS QDs were spin-coated on the GO and RGO samples (with/without HfO\textsubscript{2}) at 2000 rpm for 180 s. The average diameter of the QDs was measured to be around 5.8 nm by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), which is smaller than the reported value of 10 nm. This is a vital point because our objective is to understand the energy transfer from QDs to GO and RGO on a molecular level, which requires the QDs to be smaller than the energy transfer range.
TEM). The thicknesses of HfO$_2$ and QD layers were determined by ellipsometry. From the analysis of the ellipsometry data for the HfO$_2$ layers, we observed small mean square errors in film thickness determination less than 0.02 nm.

**TRF Spectroscopy of QDs-GO and QDs-RGO Hybrid Structures.** QDs-GO and QDs-RGO hybrid structures both with and without the HfO$_2$ layer were characterized by TRF in order to investigate the energy transfer mechanism between the QDs and GO or RGO layers. Room-temperature fluorescence decays of the QDs were recorded in vacuum to completely eliminate the photo-oxidation of the QDs. The laser excitation of the TRF system was performed at 375 nm. The TRF detection wavelength was set to 580 nm, which is the peak emission wavelength of the QDs on GO or RGO films.

**3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

NRET mechanism was investigated on the hybrid structures composed of CdSe/CdS QDs decorated on top of HfO$_2$ deposited GO or RGO films which serve as the donor, the separation dielectric layer and the acceptor, respectively. The schematic representation of the QD-GO-based structures is shown in Figure 1a. The HfO$_2$ thickness is carefully set to 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 nm on GO- or RGO-coated quartz substrates through ALD. These thicknesses are much smaller than the emission wavelength of the QDs (580 nm in film), which is a favorable condition for the occurrence of NRET before RET becomes the dominant transfer mechanism.$^8$ NRET refers to the combination of the excitonic transfer, which is based on FRET in our study (Figure 1b) and the nonexcitonic transfer coming from the contribution of charge transfer mechanisms.

Figure 2a shows the AFM image of the 10 × 10 µm$^2$ area of the spin-coated GO film on a quartz substrate. It is clear that GO coating on the surface is continuous having an average roughness (rms) of 1.3 nm, which is comparable to the average roughness of only quartz.

![Figure 2](dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp408465a1J.Phys.Chem.C.2013,117,25298–25304)
Figure 3. (a) Experimental TRF decays of the QDs on GO and RGO thin films on quartz for the HfO2 separation distances of 4.0 and 0.2 nm, and 20.0 nm for the QDs without GO and RGO at the bottom (reference). Solid black lines are multieponential fits to the data, and gray decay curve is the laser diode response function (IRF). (b) TRF lifetimes of the QDs as a function of the distance from GO and RGO and of the reference. (c) Separation distance dependence of the NRET rates of the QDs on GO and RGO reduced at 900 °C. Inset shows the experimental decays of the QDs on GO, RGO reduced at 625 °C, RGO reduced at 900 °C and the theoretical decay of the QDs on graphene (d) NRET efficiency of the QDs on GO and RGO reduced at 900 °C as a function of the separation distance.

(Zygo 3D Optical Profilometer, U.S.A.). Isolated GO sheets obtained through spin coating of lower density GO solution lead to a film thickness of ~1 nm (Figure 2b, inset), and such a film thickness value is larger than a single layer pristine graphene owing to the presence of oxygen-containing groups in the GO structure. There is a con

Thermal reduction at various temperatures is employed to obtain RGO under H2/Ar ambient in an atmosphere-controlled furnace. To evaluate the effect of reduction process on film characteristics, GO and RGO films were analyzed by using Raman spectroscopy and XPS. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for the analysis of defects and disorders in carbon-based materials. For typical GO and RGO films, there are two characteristic peaks located around 1350 cm−1 (D band) and 1580 cm−1 (G band), which are assigned to the disordered carbon atoms and the vibration of sp2 bonded carbon atoms, respectively. In this study, D and G bands appear at the wavenumbers of 1352 and 1605 cm−1 (G band), which is reasonably consistent with the previous reports for GO. GO samples have on the GO structure. Therefore, GO samples have on the graphene owing to the presence of oxygen-containing groups in the ratio in our study might be attributed to the presence of unrepaired defects after the removal of oxygen groups with the help of reduction at the specified temperatures.

Furthermore, XPS analysis was conducted on the GO and RGO films to better understand the chemical structure after the reduction process for the NRET study. Figure 2d shows the C 1s peak for GO and RGO films reduced at two different temperatures, 625 and 900 °C. Deconvolution of C 1s peak for GO clearly indicates the presence of C–C bond (~284.8 eV) beside the C–O (~286.3 eV), C=O (~287.6 eV), and O–C=O (~289.0 eV) bonds, which is reasonably consistent with the previous reports for GO films. However, for the case of RGO, the main C–C peak chemically shifts to 284.3 eV and becomes narrower than the peak at GO case. Furthermore, the C/O atomic ratio was obtained through the deconvolution of C 1s peaks for GO and RGO samples. The C/O ratio of GO film was found to be 0.9, which was increased to 2.7 and 3.1 after the reduction at 625 and 900 °C, respectively. All these C 1s peak properties of the RGO samples indicate that there is a significant amount of reduction on the GO films at 900 °C by considering the C/O ratio and the decrease in the intensity of oxygenated carbon peaks.

Figure 2e shows the optical absorbance and fluorescence of the 5.8 nm sized CdSe/CdS QDs along with the absorbance of the GO solution in water. QDs exhibit PL centered at ~590 nm. Owing to the natural size distribution of the QDs, higher order excitonic peaks are also visible in the UV–vis absorbance. For NRET, a spectral overlap is required between emission of reduction on I(G)/I(D) ratio: while some reports claim no change or a decrease for the ratio of I(G)/I(D), others observe an increase. The possible reason of the increase in the ratio in our study might be attributed to the presence of unrepaired defects after the removal of oxygen groups with the help of reduction at the specified temperatures.
the donor and absorption of the acceptor. As shown in Figure 2e, there is a considerable absorption by GO in the emission range of the QDs. Beside PL analysis of the size distribution HR-TEM analysis provides evidence for a narrow size distribution of the QDs (Figure 2f).

After the preparation of GO and RGO surfaces, HfO$_2$ layer is deposited on the GO and RGO films by ALD technique in order to systematically investigate the effect of separation layer thickness on NRET from the donor QDs to the acceptor GO or RGO films. First, TRF was employed to measure the fluorescence decays of the QD emission when placed on top of GO or RGO films having varying HfO$_2$ thickness. Figure 3a depicts the exemplary room-temperature TRF decay curves with the corresponding numerical fits for the QD-GO and QD-RGO hybrid structures having 4.0 and 0.2 nm thick HfO$_2$ layer as the separation layer between the QDs and GO or RGO thin film on quartz substrates in addition to the instrument response function (IRF) of the TRF system. The spin-coated QDs on quartz that was predeposited with a 20.0 nm thick HfO$_2$ film is used as a reference. Here, the HfO$_2$ predeposition is used to ensure the QDs film quality. The fluorescence lifetimes of the QDs were fitted via multieponential fitting and the average lifetimes were calculated using amplitude averaging technique (reduced $\chi^2 \sim 1$). In comparison with the reference sample, there was a significant alteration of the QDs emission decay kinetics as the separation distance between the QDs and the GO-based films was decreased. Clear reduction in lifetimes with the decreasing distance indicates faster decays at shorter separations (Figure 3a). In Figure 3b, fluorescence lifetimes of the QDs are depicted for the QD-GO, QD-RGO, and QD-quartz structures parametrized with respect to HfO$_2$ separation layer thickness. The reference QD lifetime was found to be 2.61 ns, which was verified to be independent from the thickness of HfO$_2$ deposited on quartz substrate. The lifetimes of QD-GO and QD-RGO (reduced at 900 °C) structures prolong as the separation distances increase. At longer distances (>5 nm), the QDs attain almost the same lifetime values for both GO and RGO acceptors. However, for the shorter HfO$_2$ separation distances (<5 nm), lifetime of the QDs on top of RGO is shorter than that on GO. Two different lifetime behaviors with respect to distances indicate the presence of more than one mechanisms acting simultaneously, which can be explained by the combination of FRET and nonexcitonic NRET. To better understand the underpinning mechanisms, the excitation transfer rates are calculated using the expression $\gamma_{\text{NRET}} = \gamma_{\text{DA}} - \gamma_{\text{D}}$ where $\gamma_{\text{DA}} (1/\tau_{\text{DA}})$ is the rate for the donor–acceptor hybrid structure (QDs-GO or RGO) and $\gamma_{\text{D}} (1/\tau_{\text{D}})$ is the rate for the structure with only donor (QDs). Figure 3c presents the NRET rates as a function of the HfO$_2$ separation thickness. In accordance with the lifetimes shown in Figure 3b, at the shorter separations, the rates are modified by the combination of both FRET and nonexcitonic NRET. For the longer separations, the rates are dominated by FRET since the charge transfer processes are strongly distance limited.

Previously, it was debatable whether the observed extraordinary steady-state PL quenching of the fluorescence of the emitters in the proximity of graphene-based film is due to the FRET or nonexcitonic NRET. The parametric study enables us to determine that both types of mechanisms are viable (Figure 3b,c). In a recent study, it has been demonstrated that different sp$^2$/sp$^3$ ratios in the functionalized and as-synthesized carbon nanotubes alter the quenching of the fluorescent molecules possibly due to varying nonexcitonic NRET rates. In our case, RGO is shown to exhibit greater effect on the lifetimes of the QDs in the nonexcitonic NRET regime. This is expected since GO is decorated with epoxy and hydroxyl groups in its hexagonal basal plane and, following the reduction process, the density of oxygen containing groups is decreased. As a result, it leads to larger sp$^2$/sp$^3$ ratio in RGO as compared to that in GO, which would favor the nonexcitonic NRET.

Recently, there have been a number of studies reporting the NRET rates for graphene-based hybrid structures with the inverse fourth order power of the separation distance ($1/d^4$). However, there is no study for the reduction dependent systematic rate analysis of GO-based hybrids although there are reports for the investigation of energy transfer into these structures. Using this dependency, a theoretical distance dependence NRET rate for a graphene layer is represented by a black line in the inset of Figure 3c. In order to investigate the effect of reduction on the energy transfer rate behavior, the normalized NRET rates of GO and RGO samples reduced at either 625 or 900 °C are also presented as an inset in Figure 3c. It is clear that there is an increase in the order of inverse power with the temperature of the reduction process and it approaches to that of graphene, which has fourth order dependence.

Furthermore, we calculated the NRET efficiencies using the relation $\eta = \gamma_{\text{NRET}}/(\gamma_{\text{NRET}} + \gamma_{\text{D}})$. High efficiencies were obtained, yielding around 97% for the closest separation of QDs-RGO (900 °C) structures and around 89% for the closest separation of QDs-GO structures, as depicted in Figure 3d. It is also worth noting again that efficiencies become sample-independent as the separation between the donor and the acceptor increases.

4. CONCLUSION

We investigated NRET from CdSe/CdS QDs into uniformly coated GO and RGO thin layers using TRF spectroscopy. It is shown that, as the separation distance between the QDs and GO or RGO decreases, TRF lifetimes are shortened, which indicates faster NRET rates. For both QDs-GO and QDs-RGO hybrids, NRET mechanism consists of excitonic-NRET at longer separations, and both excitonic and nonexcitonic NRET at shorter distances. In close proximity, the NRET rate from the QDs into the RGO layer is higher than the QDs into the GO layer, which mostly results from the structural defects. However, at longer separations (>5 nm), rates are almost the same for both hybrid nanostructures. In addition, it is found that the reduction process directly affects the behavior of NRET rates for these structures. Furthermore, NRET efficiencies are calculated from the experimental data to be high around 97 and 89% for the closest separation of the QD-RGO and the QD-GO pairs, respectively. In light of these results, we conclude that hybrid structures including acceptor GO or RGO layers together with donor QDs hold great promise for use in several optoelectronic applications.
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